
➢ Climate change effects upon
Valley

➢ Focus on ‘climate change upon
communities’ being discussed
in COP27

➢ Potential effects within unique
micro-environment of valley

COP27 is the 27th meeting of the

‘Conference of the Parties’ to the

UN Framework Convention on

Climate Change (UNFCC), which is

due to take place in Egypt, from 7th

– 18th November 2022. With the

focus on ‘climate change upon

communities’ being discussed in

COP27, we consider the overview

of the potential effects within the

unique micro-environment of the

Kathmandu Valley.

Nepal has an extremely varied &

complex climate, driven by uneven

terrain & regional weather systems.

Diverse socioeconomic, physical,

geographical, & political factors

make Nepal one of the nations that

are most vulnerable to the various

effects of climate change, the loss

& disruption of which threatens to

be unprecedented for the KTM

valley.

Although Nepal's per capita

emissions of greenhouse gases are

relatively low compared to those of

industrialized nations, they have

doubled during the past ten years.

According to a mandatory report

submitted by the Ministry of

Environment to the UN Framework

Convention on Climate Change

(UNFCCC), Nepal currently emits

28,166 gigagrams of carbon dioxide

(Gg Co2) annually, up from 13,447

Gg Co2 in 2014. In addition to this,

Global circulation model (GCM)

projections indicate that the

temperature over Nepal potentially

will increase between 0.5ºC & 2.0ºC

with a multi-model mean of 1.4ºC, by

the 2030s.

Climate change is not only about the

meteorological effects upon the KTM

valley, but the consequence of

effects from beyond the valley. Rural

subsistence existence is likely to be

adversely affected, generating an

accelerated economic migration

from the rural districts to KTM,

potentially causing greater demand

upon valley transport systems, the

urban expansion & need for services

including already stressed water

supplies; which in turn will also

exacerbate the forecasted natural

temperature increase within the

valley, increasing heat absorbent

hardened surfaces; expected

emissions increases suppressed

within the inverse layer of the valley

topography; & not aided by

potentially threatened deforestation

of the hills for economic gain.

Whilst the valley is isolated within its

own microclimate, which may be

slower to feel the effects of global

climate change, the social economic

changes caused from outside & its

natural desired economic growth is

likely to be devasting in future

decades to KTM Valley sustainability.
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“Together towards Implementation”



The individual core cluster development will be undertaken by lead
experts and specialists identified by the secretariat and suggested by
other members. Individual clusters will be amalgamated for ease of
logistics and scheduling of meetings. The core scope of the cluster
will be to review the Synergies and benefits of cluster disciplines
collaboration; to establish the objectives and needs of each
discipline; to identify any conflicts of interest and reasoning, and
generate opportunities to address the same by positive collaboration;
to then identify all existing and previous initiatives, research and data
contributory to the discipline’s goals and establish a road map with
realistic phasing in conjunction with others, for support,
enhancement and development or revival of previous trials, building
progressive and sustainable WRMS.

There are multiple support bodies and expert technical disciplines or
representative bodies necessary to help promote, advocate and help
develop collaboration, if individual initiatives are to succeed and gain
society support with long term sustainability. Consequently, we are
establishing necessary and inclusive clusters of specialists,
community groups and technicians that have cross board
contributions vital to assist all discipline program developments.
Many ‘support cluster’ members are already within proactive bodies
practicing coordination and collaborative contributions between core
disciplines from which the KVWRMI can harvest expert support.

Individual Cluster Development Objectives Collaborations  - Spreading the Word

Partners Sponsors Media

The traditional water sources in KTM Valley are Hiti stone spouts channelled from springs. Humans and water

sources have had a cultural bond since ancient times, which ensured the indirect informal conservation of the

sacred water source. However, in recent years, jar, bottled, and piped water have dominantly replaced the

traditional, causing the fade of the human/water source cultural connection.

To meet increased water demand, many municipalities promoted boring and lift technology in order to support

and accelerate the government's "one house, one tap" slogan. This initiative, whilst helping to meet the water

demand and hygiene in water-scarce areas, also contributed to traditional sacred water resource disrespect

and its increased vulnerability, accelerating their diminishment. Decreasing Communities’ daily visits to water

sources because of the modern tap supply, generated ignorance and disrespect of their necessary

maintenance, which exacerbated siltation and waste discardment, contributing to their water quality

diminishment, thus deteriorating the traditional human / water bond and respect, especially with the valley

development, by anthropogenic and environmental change, causing a significant future water security risk.

According to the findings of a survey done in the Kirtipur area, none of the 23 spring water sources is used for

drinking, since residents realize the spring water is now too contaminated and unsustainable for drinking. But

many of the Traditional water body resources could and need to be recovered to sustainability, however only

by promoting bottom-up community respect and conservation, aided by culturally respectful science.

Bhumika Thapa, Researcher at Nepal Water Conservation Foundation

Jar, bottled and pipe water replacing traditional water sources?

Meeting with Amar Chand
Thakuri, Senior division
hydrogeologist, MoEWRI, July
introducing KVWRMI.

Meeting with Prof. Rajana
Maharjan, Prof. Sanu Raja
Maharjan, Dr. Ram Devi
Tachamo & Dr. Deep Narayan
Shah from NAMI college,
September introducing KVWRMI
& exploring collaborative
opportunities.

Meeting with Vice President of
Nepal Nanda Kishor Pun
introducing KVWRMI & exploring
collaborative opportunities.

Attending seminar series in the
Kathmandu Valley Development
Authority, introducing KVWRMI
and discussing the issues and
challenges in water resource
management and data library
management and the potential
of KVWRMI in the development
of the valley.



NGT fines Rs 900 crore to 
Delhi for waste at 3 landfills 

KVWRMI Resource Library Development

The KVWRMI Resource Library is being designed to serve as a
comprehensive repository for the data and written material records of
all the cluster components that supports the Kathmandu Valley's long-
term sustainability and economic expansion. The Resource Library will
incorporate a collective resource through technology and data
provided by experts in the cluster, policy development, research, and
educational practice. We aim to integrate with other existing library
systems and directories. For students, researchers, project managers,
and policymakers, this will be beneficial for user efficiency and
strategists. Additionally, it allows educational institutions access to
information that could enhance research and environmental respect.

Henceforth, "We are now requesting resource material“.

Putting a mark on the tales of the Bagmati River System

Government Ministry UN Collaborations
Collaborating

Municipalities

The National Green Tribunal (NGT) has fined
INR. 900 crore (68.64 Million USD) to the
National Capital Territory of Delhi for the
unprocessed waste lying at the three
landfills in the city at Ghazipur, Bhalswa and
Okhla. The order cited the situation as “grim
picture, environmental emergency, and a
serious violation of citizen rights”. The order
accused the concerned authorities,
including Delhi government and Municipal
Corporation of Delhi, of failing to meet the
law as well as threatening citizen health and
environment. NGT added, “The
environmental compensation will be used
for land restoration measures, which
includes incorporating new and sensitive
approach for waste management.”

Full News Link here

Picture Credit: Sanu Raja Maharjan

Our preliminary results concluded that under the current situation, the
river system’s look has gotten so bad that rehabilitation on its own
appears unattainable. The system’s territory was constrained by the
expansion of development and urbanization surrounding it, which
resulted in poor water quality and a high degree of river pollution.
These results are based on the presence and absence of a quality-
determining species called Benthic Macroinvertebrates.

Many scientists, researchers, and conservationists are working
extremely hard to gather the baseline data, and holding workshops
and seminars for different stakeholder groups to restore the Bagmati
River System to its former, pristine state. People mostly asserted that
because the Nepalese Army is protecting these places, the Bagmati
River inside Shivapuri Nagarjun National Park is still safe to drink. The
quality of the river begins to decline as soon as it exits the National
Park areas due to extensive anthropogenic exposure, activities, and
threats. It is not difficult to restore the Bagmati River System, but it
takes tremendous commitment and works from the grassroots to
governmental levels.

Pratik Shrestha, B.Sc. Environmental Science, Golden Gate Int’l College

One of the major river systems in the
Hindu Kush region, the Bagmati River
System, has a rich historical religious,
and cultural legacy dating back many
centuries. Our forefathers formerly said
that they relied on the Bagmati River
for all of their essential requirements,
including drinking.

https://indianexpress.com/article/cities/delhi/rs-900-crore-environmental-cost-imposed-on-delhi-as-ngt-takes-note-of-waste-at-3-landfills-8205294/


As per report from JICA, 1990, the aquifer is best developed in the Northern part of the valley while the Southern part
is one with least developed aquifers. However, the aquifer distribution of the Valley is being identified in more
details. In general, the valley aquifer can be categorized into shallow (up to 50m) and deep (50-400+ m) aquifer.
However, a thick lacustrine deposited clay (aquitard) of ~200m separates the deep aquifer from shallow. The
aquitard is distributed mostly towards the central part of the valley with the thickness gradually decreasing towards
the valley margin. The thick aquitard layer acts a shield in vertical infiltration of the shallow groundwater to deep
groundwater at the center, while the deep groundwater of the valley is the direct infiltration of rainfall from the
mountains, foot hill of the mountains, and streams at the foot hill of the mountains.

Aquifers in the Kathmandu Valley

We will continue 

to explore……

Points of Contact:  Anisha Maharjan 

WhatsApp:  +977 9841031373, +977 9801841441

Website: https://swnepal.com.np/2022/09/16/kvwrmi-intro/

KVWRMI Resource Library: Coming Soon…

Interactive Mapping Link: Coming Soon…

Welcome to the KVWRMI Secretariat  

Bipana Gurung

Anisha Maharjan

Rejina Gauro

Picture: Bagmati River Corridor, 
Pashupati

Garry de la Pomerai

Bijay Man Shakya 

➢ The scientific water
needs within the
ecosystem of the valley

➢ Further explanations of
cluster development &
strategy format

➢ The international water
management strategies

➢ News of what is
happening in the
Kathmandu valley
watershed.
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Upcoming events

Please let us know!

If there is any Hotline number in case of 

Environmental issues.

➢ CDES, MOFA, & Bagmati Province
Government Provincial Level
Environment Conference “Ecosystem
Restoration & Sustainable Development”
(December 9-10, 2022) Link Here

➢ UNESCO-IWRA online conference on
“Emerging Pollutants: Protecting Water
Quality for the Health of People & the
Environment” (17-19 Jan, 2023) Link Here

➢ SIWI webinar on “Our Common Water
Resources: Ensuring Water Resilient
Cities” (23 Nov 2022, 14:15 - 15:00) Link
Here

The Kathmandu Valley basin rests on
intensely folded, faulted, and fractured
Kathmandu Nappe. The sediments in this
intermountain basin comprised of
Quaternary to Pleistocene infill of fluvial,
fluvio-lacustrine, and deltaic sediments. The
sediments are mainly unconsolidated to
semi-consolidated sand, gravel, peat, silt,
clay, and carbonaceous black shale brought
down to the valley from the surrounding hills.
Paleo-streams coming down from the various
geological formation gives the unique setting
of the aquifers of the valley.

http://www.cdes.edu.np/
https://www.iwra.org/event/unesco-iwra-online-conference-2/
https://siwi.org/event/our-common-water-resources-ensuring-water-resilient-cities/

